MASS MURDER
BY GOVERNMENT - EXPOSED BY WHISTLEBLOWER
British funeral director John O’Looney has worked closely with the government and BBC.
He is connected with 40+ other funeral directors.
In a shocking video, he reveals the following information:

The government has murdered thousands of elderly in care homes, and labeled them as covid deaths. This false
data was used to start the ‘covid pandemic’ and lockdowns in the United Kingdom. The government then ordered
all funeral directors to label every death as covid. Whether people died of car accidents, cancer or heart attacks,
they all had to be labeled ‘covid’. Apart from the thousands of murdered elderly, there were no excess deaths
during 2020 compared to other years. The only thing the funeral directors saw was a relabeling of regular deaths
as covid. For example, the millions of yearly flu cases are now all counted as covid.

Once mass vaccinations started, death rates suddenly exploded. While there were no extra deaths during all of
2020, the vaccinations in 2021 are indeed causing pandemic death numbers. Honest scientists from the British
health agency told O’Looney that the so-called Delta variant is actually a vaccine injury. Many people who suffer
vaccine injuries are labeled as ‘cases of a new covid variant’. John warns that countless vaccinated children will
suffer from adverse events, which will be labeled as a new variant, for which new vaccines will be mandated.

O’Looney says that the 40+ funeral directors he is in touch with know what is going on, but they are terrified as
they witness such mass murder by the government. O’Looney says he knows his days are numbered. ‘If they are
willing to murder these people, they will not hesitate to silence me.’
Watch the video with the testimony of funeral director John O’Looney:
www.StopWorldControl.com/director
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